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Tutor.com Success Story: The Reich Family

“Tutor.com has had an amazing impact on my life and my family,” said Travis Reich. It has actually been a life changer for my 
kids and for me.” Travis, a single parent and his family started using Tutor.com in 2012. While he knew it was a corporate benefi t 
offered by his employer, he initially wasn’t sure how it worked or how it could help. “But my kids had questions on their high school 
homework which I couldn’t answer, so we gave it a try and it was incredibly helpful and easy to use. I’m not sure how we’d all have 
gotten through without it.”

“My son Jeff moved from his mother’s house to live with me in New
Mexico, between his junior and senior year. He had not been applying
himself in school and needed to take a huge number of classes to
catch up and graduate. Well he did it! He went to high school full time
and to night school AND took classes on the weekend, and with the
help of Tutor.com he shocked the principal by graduating on time with
his classmates. I wasn’t equipped to coach him—I had dropped out
24 years ago—but Tutor.com could help. He is now a student at John
Anderson School of Business at the University of New Mexico and
will graduate this fall (with his bachelor’s degree in Business with a
concentration in fi nance and management)

My daughter Shelby is a freshman at UNM and she wants to be a
doctor. (She loved the math help from Tutor.com the most!) My
daughter Tori isn’t currently using Tutor.com, but she may be going
back to school and will be happy to have it as a resource.

“ I’m fortunate that my
 company embraces
 education… I honestly
 feel that Tutor.com
 is one of the best
 benefi ts..”

 Challenge: Travis Reich’s son Jeff returns home and needs to make up hours of school work to ensure he’ll graduate
  on time. Emilee, his younger daughter in high school was already taking college courses and needed help
  to raise her grades.

 Results: Jeff used Tutor.com while taking a full course load and night classes and graduated on time. Emilee went
  from a C to an A student with the help of Essay Writing tutors and Travis, inspired by his kids’ success,
  went back to school and is working toward a BA in mechanical engineering. 

 Favorite Feature: The ability to learn at your own pace and access tutors 24/7.

 Jeff, Emilee, Shelby and Travis Reich
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My youngest daughter Emilee started taking college courses while still in high school. At age 18, she’s trying to finish up at 
community college and then move on to the University of New Mexico. Emilee would share her papers with a tutor at Tutor.com, 
they would help her polish it and she’d learn how to make it better the next time. I saw my C student coming home with A’s and it 
was awesome. It brings great joy to a parent to see your kids succeed. And it was an inspiration….I decided to go back to school 
to finish a BA degree in mechanical engineering.

At first I thought Intel offered the benefit for kids to use, but then I found out that I can use it too. It is worth its weight in gold to 
have someone explain one-on-one how to do the homework. Sometimes professors go over something too quickly, or students are 
intimidated to ask questions in class, but with Tutor.com, I can work at my own pace and if I need to go over something a second 
time, they’ll do it. I am addicted to Tutor.com to help me with my Calculus 2 class!” Travis is now more than halfway towards his 
goal of a BA degree.

He added, “I’m fortunate that my company embraces education and supports us by providing such a wonderful tutoring option.
I honestly feel that Tutor.com is one of the best benefits they offer their employees and their family members. You just can’t beat 
the 24 hour a day 7 day a week tutoring.”

Visit: www.tutor.com/employee-benefits


